CertExams.com Updates Network+ LabSim
Certexams recently updated it's Comptia® Network+® lab simulator to include several
more labs, and features.
August 7, 2018 (FPRC) -- Certexams.com recently revised it’s Network+ LabSim with additional labs
and revised it’s lab manual to reflect most recent topics on the Network+ exam. The Network Plus
labs include the following:
1.1.1 Identifying the fiber connector types (such as ST , SC, FC etc)
1.1.2 Identifying speed ranges of 802.11 standards
1.1.3 Arrange the color codes used in the TIA/EIA 568A wiring standard
1.1.4 Identify the networking troubleshooting command from the following output
1.1.5 Identifying fiber cable standard with their maximum transmission distance
1.1.6 Identify the different copper connector types (such as RJ-45,BNC etc)
1.1.7 Identifying the features of protocols (such as SLIP,TLS etc.)
1.1.8 Identify the command used for querying inet_add from the following output
1.1.9 Identify the netstat command from the following output
1.1.10 Identify the ping command from the following output
1.1.11 Identify the NSlookup command queries used for DNS
A few other labs have been updated.
About Network+ Labsim: The Netplus LabSim (Short for Lab Simulator) offers hands-on practice
with configuring and troubleshooting networking labs in a virtual environment.
The labs are generic in nature so that any one intending to learn computer networking can benefit
from the labs than just catering to the Network+ exam objectives. The labs are oriented more
towards real-life learning scenario than just restricting to the exam syllabus and therefore useful for
any one desirous of learning computer networking using servers, workstations, hubs, switches
(Layer-2 and Layer-3), routers, and access points in both wired and wireless scenarios. Special
emphasis has been put in teaching how to configure various networking components in both CLI
(Command Line Interface) and GUI (Graphical User Interface). The networking labs are suitable to
network technicians involved in configuring and maintaining networks for small to medium
organizations.
Related products: We also offer Network Plus practice exams which contain 400+ questions with
answers and flash card explanation for each question. Comptia A+ lab simulator is available
candidates preparing for aplus exam.
About CertExams.com: Certexams.com, a leading exam simulators and network simulators
provider, is a pioneer in development of network simulators that work in a virtual environment using
routers of different makes, including Cisco and Juniper. Products include Netsim for CCNA, Juniper
JNCIA, Switch Sim for Juniper and Cisco Switches, Labs sim for A+ and Network+, and others.
Disclaimer: The website Certexams.com is operated by Anand Software and TrainingPvt. Ltd. All
trademarks are the trademarks of their respective owners and duly recognized. Comptia®,
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Network+® are trademarks of Comptia organigation, and duly acknowledged.
Contact Information
For more information contact Vijay of Anand Software and Training (http://www.certexams.com)
+918026634450
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